1…AIDED STOCKTON PD  COUNTRY CLUB & PERSHING  052409

SPD reported a male subject threatening suicide. Officers located the subject who was turned over to SO.

2…NARCOTICS ARREST  DRAMA BLDG  052509

Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject. Subject was arrested at 2:29 AM for possession of hypodermic syringe and transported to the county jail.

3…VANDALISM  DELTA GAMMA  052509

Officer responded to a report of the residence being egged. Officer initiated a report.

4…VANDALISM  LOT 21  052509

Victim reported a scratch on the driver’s side fender of her vehicle. Incidents occurred sometime in November 2008. Officer initiated a requested report.

5…VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC FRONTAGE RD  052609

Officers responded to a report of a non injury vehicle accident. Both parties exchanged information.

6…VEHICLE ACCIDENT  SO SERVICE RD  052609

Officer responded to a report of a delivery vehicle that collided with a hand rail at the dance studio. Officer initiated a report.

7…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  CALAVERAS LEVEE  052609

Officers responded to a report of two subjects throwing rocks into Lot 13. Officers contacted both subjects, interviewed and warned.

8…VANDALISM  TOWNHOUSES  052609

Officers responded to a report of a broken window near the pool deck. Officers initiated a report.
9…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PERSHING & LARRY HELLER  052609
Officer conducted a checkout and on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released to a relative.

10…WARRANT ARREST  PACIFIC AVE.  052709
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and arrested the driver for no CDL and an outstanding felony warrant arrest was also made. Subject was transported to the county jail.

11…CASUALTY  BROOKSIDE HALL  052709
Officers and medics responded to a report of an ill male. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

12…PAROLE ARREST  PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE  052709
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was wanted as a parolee at large. Subject was arrested at 10:23 PM and transported to the county jail.

13…THEFT  BAUN FITNESS CENTER  052809
Officer responded to a report of a stolen surfboard. Officer initiated a report.

14…SUSPICIOUS PERSON  DAVE BRUBECK & PACIFIC  052909
Officers conducted a checkout on two male subjects on bicycles. Both subject were interviewed and released.

15…WARRANT ARREST  PERSHING AVE  052909
Officers conducted a vehicle stop and arrested the driver for an outstanding warrant. Subject was transported to the county jail.

16…SUSPICIOUS PERSON  OIT  052909
Officers flagged down to report two subjects going through the dumpster. Officer contacted the subjects and warned.

17…SUSPICIOUS PERSON  HUMAN RESOURCES  052909
Staff reported a suspicious male subject in the building. Officers contacted the subject, interviewed and released.

18…TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  MANCHESTER & BROOKSIDE  052909
Officer advised he was trying to stop a reckless driver and driver fled. Officer initiated a report of the incident. Officer located the vehicle, unoccupied at an apartment in the area at 6:16 AM.

19…FIELD CHECKOUT  LOT 9  053009
Officers conducted a checkout on two subjects in the area. Subjects were interviewed and released.

**20…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE 053009**

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject who reported a possible burglary in the area. Officer checked the residence in question and determined the home was under construction.

**21…VANDALISM TOWNHOUSES 053009**

Victim reported her rear vehicle window shattered. Officer responded and reported damage due to rocks. Also reported dents on the hood of the vehicle.

**22…ROBBERY OFF CAMPUS 053009**

Officer flagged down while on a vehicle stop to report robbery occurred in the area of Bristol and Mission. Victim reported being robbed at gunpoint. SPD & SO advised and circulated for suspects matching description.